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Explain briefly about the differences of prismatic compass and surveyor compass.

OR

a Briefly explain the principles of surveying.

b Write short notes ontypes of errors.

5 a Write about parls of the Transit Theodolite. Explain in detail.

b What are the different errors in theodolite work? How are they eliminated?

3 a Define contour. State the various characteristics of contour lines.

b Mention the uses of contour in civil engineering works.

OR

The following readings have been taken from a page of an old level book. It is L3 l2l[l
required to reconstruct the page. Fill up the missing quantities and apply the

usual checks.

Station B$ $ FS Ritei'; Fell (-) RL Reuarh

I t.125 t) B.]t
1 1..]!5 1t5.505 CP
l t.Jlfl 0,055

J 1:5.850

3 :.655 CP

6 1.6!0 .1.:05 :, l6s CP

7 J,651 rt

8 11.1.090 r.B"]r
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OR

The following readings were taken by a tacheometer with the staff held vertical. The L3 lz1.4

tacheometer is fitted with Analytic lens and the multiplying constant is 100. Find out

the horizontal distance from A to B and the R.L of B.

Two tangents intersect at chainage 1250 m. The angle of intersection is 1500. L3 lZNl
Calculate all data necessary for setting out a curve of radius 250 m by the

deflection angle method. The peg intervals may be taken as 20 m. prepare a setting

out table when the least count of the Vernier is 20". Calculate the data for field

checking.

OR

8a
b

9a
b

10a
b

Write short notes on reverse curves.

Explain the procedure of setting out of curve by two theodolite methods.

lur{Ir.vl

Ll 6M

L2 6M

L2 6M

L2 6M

L2 6M

L2 6M

Explain in detail about the infrared type of EDM instrument.

Write short notes on total stations.

OR

Explain about AM and FM modulation.

What is modulation? Explain the necessity of modulation.
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